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Hello! I’m Hannah, a fourth year born and bred in the Yorkshire Dales and an aspiring farm vet. 

Over the years I have become very passionate about student wellbeing in a two-fold approach 

of reducing negative stigma whilst increasing support. I had to resit second year, so I know how 

important it is to feel supported by positive peers and the challenges that come alongside 

getting back on your feet in such a fast paced, high pressure course. My spare time is usually 

spent spoiling my whippet Albert, who is always available for cuddles if you’re around Bristol!    

I have been the Bristol AVS Representative since February 2017 and worked on the AVS Welfare 

Committee throughout this. During this time, I co-founded VetKind, a breakthrough wellbeing 

webinar for students which was designed to approach improving wellbeing from an evidence-

based perspective. I also helped design and kick-start ‘CV of Failures’ talks, set up Mental Health 

First Aid courses at my university and have been invited to represent students during a RCVS 

Mind Matters taskforce meeting.    

A critical time for personal wellbeing is taking on your first job; so I would look to create 

resources to help students find jobs that are proactive in improving staff wellbeing. I am keen to 

continue working on current projects; refining VetKind through its second run, getting ‘CV of 

Failures’ self sufficient in every university and sharing best practice between welfare teams. My 

goal is to move the committee towards a ‘One Welfare’ approach, to simultaneously improve 

human and animal welfare. 

I will bring experience and enthusiasm to this role and having been part of the AVS welfare 

committee for two years, I have the understanding to hit the ground running and make the most 

of the year ahead. There are some wonderful projects in the pipeline and I would love the 

opportunity to see these through, as well as bringing fresh ideas to the table to benefit students 

across the country.  


